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“Freerider is a carryall for 
commuters; it stows any 
bag, box, or backpack.”

Generate design concepts 
that embody Green Guru’s 
brand identity with emphasis 
on cyclists. Utilize new and 
existing streams of upcycled 
materials in the construction. 
Finally,  develop a plan to bring 
the product to market through a 
crowd funding platform.

Green Guru is a gear company 
that painstakingly hand builds 
gear from high quality new and 
upcycled materials.

needs a 
Freerider

design goals

client profile



here’s the issue

let the bike carry the weight

Bicycling while wearing a  heavy 
backpack is a painful experience. 
There needs to be a better way 
to transport things on a bike.

The target user is urban bicycle 
commuters. This group  carries 
wide variety of gear and goods 
on a daily basis. Backpacks and 
messenger bags are great for 
walking but are uncomfortable 
to wear while riding, especially 
when fully loaded. Traditional 
panniers are not designed to be 
adaptable enough to meet the 
demands of the urban cyclist. 

sue likes to be able 
to run errands on her 
way home

high center of gravity 
is not stable

not a safe way to 
carry groceries

mike carries extra 
layers in case the 
weather changes



Initially I considered designing a 
backpack with special hardware 
that would interface with the 
cargo rack on the bicycle 
(bottom). That ended up being 
overly complicated for the 
scope of this project. I instead 
focused on an open top pannier 
that could carry most any item. 
The sling design consists of a 
U-shaped vessel with straps to 
secure the cargo.

concepts



not enough 
support

sling design 
can hold many 
different shapes

a wide opening 
for quick, easy 
loading

side panels 
too small

test and refine
sketch models

prototype 001

holds a large 
backpack

accessory 
pocket 



locking hooks 
secure bag to bike

haul handle

cinch straps 
collapse bag

made of upcycled 
nylon for added 
color

test and refine
prototype 002

prototype 003

larger, angled 
side panels

quick access 
side release clips

straps can be 
angled for 
different bikes

two haul handles 
for easy carry



1. mount top hooks to rack

4. load belongings

2. tighten locking bolts

5. buckle and tighten straps

3. connect elastic hook to base of rack

6. ride and repeat

installation and use



fits on any bike



holds any bag



Product: FreeRider Urban Pannier

Customer: Green Guru

Front View Back ViewSide View

Notes: The left and right sides are identical Date: Nov., 2014

Season: 2015
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Product: FreeRider Urban Pannier

Customer: Green Guru

Notes: 3 versions made of different materials Date: Nov., 2014

Season: 2015
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Bike Tubes Nylon Tri-color Coloradical (nylon)

technical patterns

14”

11.5”9”

colorways



in use

“I love the FreeRider because it solves the backpack vs. pannier dilemma for people who want both.”
- Ted Johnson, posted on commutebybike.com



FreeRider is on the market and is part of Green Guru’s 2015 product line 




